Hello from the Printing Center!
We have missed all of you!

In our time apart, we have been working
hard on something new…

We have a new printer! A Colex cutter too!

Listen to all of the new cool things it can do!
The Mimaki can print posters, papers or a vinyl
message, plastic, acrylic, coroplast—so
many options for usage!

Work with the designers to construct something
great. Displays, posters, boxes, and more to create!

Dream up an idea, but need help? Just Ask!
Our team is always up to the task.

Print large on the Mimaki with a UV
finish on top. Then the Colex cutter can route
out specialty shapes to make it POP!

So give us a call, we just can’t wait!
What will the Printing Center help you create?

This fun poem means the Printing
Center has even more production capabilities
now and we are excited to share this news!

printingcenter@ttuhsc.edu
806.743.2016